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Build your skill level through these step-by-step projects for beginner, intermediate, and
advanced burners! Inside Pyrography Workbook, author Sue Walters explores:Practical and
necessary aspects of safety and work area setupEquipment and timber selectionPreparing the
wood and transferring the designSpecial nib techniques and how to apply themTextures,
patterns, and unusual pyrographical variationsBurning on leather, gourds, bark, and other
materialsThe integration and use of color in pyrographyPyrography, meaning to draw with fire, is
a versatile art form that dates back to the Victorian age and continues to thrive today because of
its beauty and endless possibilities. In Pyrography Workbook, internationally renowned
Australian pyrographer Sue Walters offers inspiration and sound practical information that will
open your eyes to the artistic potential of pyrography. Whether you're a novice or an advanced
burner, Sue's engaging style and award-winning talents will remove the mystery from this
captivating art form and make it a more enjoyable experience.In addition to a gallery of Sue's
award-winning work, 3 step-by-step projects, and a selection of original patterns to inspire future
burning, you'll learn how to prepare wood surfaces before burning, how to transfer a design or
pattern, and how to select materials for burning, coloring, and finishing a project. Methods for
burning onto wood, leather, paper, bark, and antlers, are detailed alongside ample pictures of
pyrography on the various materials that will inspire novice woodburners.Numerous techniques
are also discussed, including solar, negative, relief, engraving, torch, and hot wire. Even the
most difficult area for burners—how to realistically create animal fur, feathers, and eyes—is
addressed.Pyrography Workbook teaches you everything you need to know to start creating
stunning pyrography artwork.

From the Back CoverPyrography, meaning "to draw with fire," is a versatile art form that dates
back to the Victorian age and continues to thrive today because of its beauty and endless
possibilities.In Pyrography Workbook, internationally renowned Australian pyrographer Sue
Walters offers inspiration and sound practical information that will open your eyes to the artistic
potential of pyrography. Whether you're a novice or an advanced burner, the engaging style and
award-winning talents of Sue Walters will remove the mystery from this captivating art form and
make it a more enjoyable experience.In addition to a gallery of her award-winning work, three
step-by-step projects, and a selection of original patterns to inspire future burning, Sue Walters
explores:Practical and necessary aspects of safety and work area set-upEquipment and timber
selectionPreparing the wood and transferring the designSpecial nib techniques and how to
apply themTextures, patterns, and unusual pyrographical variationsBurning on leather, gourds,
bark, and other materialsThe integration and use of color in pyrographyAbout the
AuthorInternationally-renowned Australian pyrographer, Sue Walters, is a self-taught



woodburner. She has won numerous international pyrographic art awards including 2002 and
2003 Australian Society of Miniature Art International Competition, 2003 Melbourne Working
with Wood Woodworking Competition, 2002 Australian National Woodcarving Competition,
2002 Canadian Woodcarving Championships, 2001 Ontario Woodcarvers Association
Championships, 2001 Ottawa Woodcarving Championships, and 2001 Hawkwind Wood
Carvers Competition.Sue Walters is a frequent contributor to Wood Carving Illustrator and Scroll
Saw Workshop magazines. She is the owner of the website suewalters.com, the Pyro
Newsletter, and the Pyro Classroom Online which offers one-on-one communications and a
message board for pyrographers.She resides in Upwey, Victoria, Australia.
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Kayokun, “Excellent Content!. The examples and content are extremely helpful. Worth every
cent.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Small font. I am just starting pyrography and determined that this book
would be perfect. However, the font used is small and the page color is subdued, or off-white.
These two issues are making it difficult for me to read. The overall impression of this book is it is
an excellent purchase for a beginner in this art.  I trust that I will learn a great deal from this book.”

K. M. Fowler, “Excellent launchpad for the new pyrographer. Any book subtitled 'A Complete
Guide' sets itself up to fall short, but I have to say this is a very thorough look at the materials,
tools, and techniques of pyrography. Sue Walters covers a great amount of information with clear
text and photos, excellent organization, and (being down under) a much more global look at
availability of tools and surfaces than you'll find in other pyro books. She covers wood, leather,
paper, gourds, and several other materials, while other authors stick mainly to wood. (Fabric is
the only omission I noticed.) Although this book has the work of only one person, the variety of
surfaces, styles, and techniques will leave you thinking she has a split personality, in a very good
way. The short chapter on texturing includes a chart that concisely explains how 70 textures
were created, including the nib used. By texture, I don't mean just the illusion of texture; many
include the 3-D advantage that burning can have over drawing. The way she brings eyes to life is
fantastic.There must be something that I didn't like. Well, yes, I don't see the degree of outlining
in the visible world that she employs in some of her work, but since line drawing is one of the
styles that can be done with a hot pen, this book would be incomplete without some outlines,
wouldn't it? Also, I would have liked more variety in the examples and patterns, which are almost
all wildlife. No landscapes, no buildings, no still life. But forget the quibbles, because you'll have
a good foundation to do any subject, after you read this wealth of information. You won't regret
buying this book.”

Judy, “Guide to the Art of Woodburning. Very good book if you are starting to learn wood
burning. Has lots of pictures showing the different techniques and how to achieve them.”

Courtney Davidson, “Good for learning different techniques.. It has alot of instruction and it
teaches you ways to use a wood burning device. I just wish it would've had more stencils or
pages that could've been transferred.”

Lincoln County MT, “Simple but nicer than another I bought at same time.. IT's a gift and looks
nice and has other good reviews. I picked it up to go with a higher end burner to put together my
own set verses several lower end ones that included this book in them. Also the book as a stand
alone had good reviews. I compared this one to another I bought to add to the mix and I like it far



more. It's simpler designs but nicely explained. The other book was far to fussy and not at all
simple. You'll have to take elements off or out of the designs sometimes to get at what you are
wanting but that's the way probably most of these present. Overall I'm satisified with this
purchase and the designs they have. I would like to see a bit more botanicals not just animal life
such as pinecones and rocks/flowers etc. Even mountain or two and trees. But overall it's a good
start for a collection of designs.”

Daisy, “Good pyrography for beginners. I have read the first part of this book and am now
starting on the pyrography exercises. I really like Ms. Walters style of writing. she seems very
personable. I like the chapter setup; includes pyrography machines, nibs and nib care, then
moves on to use of practice boards and burn types. one thing Ms. Walters includes that I had
not seen in other books was a "troubleshooting" section. This section had burn mistakes with
pictures and then pics of what the burn should have looked like and how to get that result or
suggestions on how to fix what you had done. Nice.”

Mr. B. Maynard, “Wood Burning. This Book is a very good guide for both those that are just
starting or for the more accomplished Wood Burners!Her style and techniques takes one
through the the pitfalls of the Art, plus the pleasure of making good work in the finished product!
More importantly it inspires one to do much more! I wish it had been available when I first took
up Wood Burning, it would have saved a lot of time.Currently I am looking forward to Burning the
Golden Eagle that is portrayed in the book. If you are keen to start, I would advise buying this
book, you will not feel let down!Bryan Maynard.”

Baillieboy, “5 Stars, Recommended.. Another book I purchased to help me get into
Pyrography.once again i was not disappointed, split into 14 very detailedchapters, covering
basics, how to's. as in feathers, animal fur,hair etc, with step by step explanations on
projects,and designs for you to try yourself, with the patterns for youat the back of the book. also
included is a troubleshootingchapter explaining how to get it right. "A complete guide
toPyrography" is exactly what you get in this book.”

martyn howden, “The best book on the subject. Writers of instruction manuals should take a look
at this "A Complete Guide to the Art of Woodburning"No flannel, just a complete and
comprehensive guide to Pyrography, highlighting the snags and possible pitfalls, and detailing
evrything required to master the art.Excellent”

Ebook Library Reader, “Could be the best book on pyrography anywhere. I purchased this book
on pyrography and then bought the book recommended by a lady at Peter Child called Step by
Step Pyrography by Bob Neill. I think this book by Sue Walters blows the other books right out of
the water. Not only is Sue's work absolutely stunning and inspiring, but the instruction is
excellent. There is a full page of texture samples, for example, and then each sample is



explained so you can try to achieve the same effect. Plus there are fabulous projects with
drawings to trace at the end of the book. The projects are:1. Ducks flying over bullrushes (a
beginner's project with 8 pages of excellent descriptions about how to create the textures in the
scene.2. Profile head of a golden eagle (intermediate, with 8 pages of information about shading
in general, using a blade for highlighting, shading feathers and producing a realistic eye).3. The
wolf image on the cover (advanced, with 14 pages on re-creating the design including detailed
information on the nose, eyes, fur, plus the textures of the wood and rock in the background).At
the end of the book is a whole chapter devoted to drawing (with pyrography) different animal
coats and another on combining pyrography and acrylic paint, which, by the way, looks
fabulous.Finally there are additional patterns to use - a pair of chickadees (remember the author
is Australian), a fawn, an owl, a panda, a polar bear, some kind of marsupial, a squirrel, a tiger, a
howling wolf and a pair of grazing zebra.You should know two things before buying this book,
however.1. Sue uses a pyrography tool with a wire nib as available from Peter Child, not the kind
of pyrography tool that doubles as a soldering iron. You will want a drawing nib, a flat shader, a
skew and a spoon nib if you want to do everything Sue does. The soldering-iron type of
machines just don't do as good a job.2. You need to be interested in creating art. If you just want
to do very simple stuff, then the book by Bob Neill is better for you.”

Debbie, “Great book - a real inspirational guide to the techniques. As a complete beginner this
has aided in my progression from ametuer to pro in approx six weeks of practice. I started as just
doing gifts for family and friends now able to sell a few pieces.”

The book by Robert Benedetto has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 1,832 people have provided
feedback.
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